OLC GLOBAL
Wichita, Kansas

HARD-WORKING WORK ENVIRONMENTS
For OLC Global, specialists in market research and inbound/outbound teleservices, the twenty-first-century world never truly rests.
Since its founding in 1985 in Poughkeepsie, New York, OLC Global has had to adapt from being a traditional one-shift call center to
meeting the current demands of reaching a population that is always on the move. To accommodate this non-stop nature of many
of today’s service businesses, OLC needed to open a second site and add additional full-time multi-shift operations. After having
relocated the company to Bartlesville, Oklahoma, in 1994, and later expanding in 2005 into Wichita because of the availability of a
skilled labor pool, OLC Global was prepared to take advantage of recent market growth, but they needed to hit the ground running.
In weighing the pros and cons of various available commercial buildings, OLC Global elected to re-purpose a whimsical building with
an exterior castle motif, which was formerly a day care center. Although they were quickly up and fully operational, the original
furniture setup was a mismatched array with tall panels that prevented supervisor and agent communication, as well as prevented
agents from working cohesively as a team. Realizing his furniture was not meeting the needs of his staff, Tom O’Connor, CEO, decided
to upgrade Wichita’s call center furniture.
With 160 agent stations, and more planned, OLC Global’s furniture is intensively used — day in and day out by two full-time shifts.
After evaluating workstation needs, they partnered with Interior Concepts because of our quality materials and solid construction
for furniture that would be durable, provide a better team work environment, and allow supervisor and agent communication.
Improving lines of communication between supervisors and agents was a critical part of the furniture design process. In the old
high-panel layout, supervisors couldn’t easily assist or monitor agents — even with elevated supervisor stations. To improve visibility
across the facility, the new agent stations are equipped with mid-height panels in a classroom layout (rows of stations). Now less
visually isolated, agents can interact with supervisors, see and track posted goals, have questions quickly answered, and overall feel
the energy of the call center floor. As Thomas reflected, “The furniture has transformed the look of our facility and creates a better
working environment for our associates.”
With phase one of the project completed in early 2012, Interior Concepts looks forward to meeting the needs of OLC as they build
out the second phase of their building.
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“I wanted to take a moment to tell you that your installation
group was absolutely outstanding. The project was completed
on time, and our associates are ecstatic to work in this new
environment. The stations are strong, roomy, clean and very
pleasing to the eye. Thanks again, we could not be more pleased.”

Tom O’Connor,
CEO, OLC Global

1 Vertical Chase™ wire management

6 Lockable Chase™ wire management doors

2 Agent workstations in a classroom layout

7 Chase™ wire management for CPU storage and cable runs

3 Agent bullpen cubicles (48" W x 30" D x 42" H)

8 View of a single agent workstation with concave top

4 Agent workstations

9 Agent workstations

5 Row of agent workstations
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To see a 3D Virtual Tour of the OLC Global site in
Wichita, Kansas, visit www.interiorconcepts.com/olc.
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WE’RE

18525 Trimble Court, Spring Lake, MI 49456
800.678.5550 | interiorconcepts.com
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